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Abstract: In recent times, health applications have been gaining rapid popularity in smart cities
using the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT). Many real-time solutions are giving benefits to both
patients and professionals for remote data accessibility and suitable actions. However, timely medical
decisions and efficient management of big data using IoT-based resources are the burning research
challenges. Additionally, the distributed nature of data processing in many proposed solutions
explicitly increases the threats of information leakages and damages the network integrity. Such
solutions impose overhead on medical sensors and decrease the stability of the real-time transmission
systems. Therefore, this paper presents a machine-learning model with SDN-enabled security to
predict the consumption of network resources and improve the delivery of sensors data. Additionally,
it offers centralized-based software define network (SDN) architecture to overcome the network
threats among deployed sensors with nominal management cost. Firstly, it offers an unsupervised
machine learning technique and decreases the communication overheads for IoT networks. Secondly,
it predicts the link status using dynamic metrics and refines its strategies using SDN architecture.
In the end, a security algorithm is utilized by the SDN controller that efficiently manages the
consumption of the IoT nodes and protects it from unidentified occurrences. The proposed model is
verified using simulations and improves system performance in terms of network throughput by
13%, data drop ratio by 39%, data delay by 11%, and faulty packets by 46% compared to HUNA and
CMMA schemes.

Keywords: software-defined network; machine learning; internet of things; routing algorithm;
network resources

1. Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) is a revolutionary paradigm that is equipped with sensors and
physical objects to combine the real and digital worlds [1–3]. It is integrated with different
mobile devices and offers smart solutions for the support of societies. Smart applications
reshape the modern system with the delivery and reliability of academic and industrial
data [4–6]. These systems are developed and integrated with various components of
wireless communications, portable devices, and cloud computing [7,8]. The Internet of
Medical Things (IoMT) represents wearable sensors that cooperate with other medical
devices and clinical systems to support health activities. They provide remote access to a
patient’s condition such as management of chronic illness management, blood pressure,
heartbeat, etc. [9,10]. However, modern health applications substantially increase the
volume of medical data that needs to be managed efficiently, therefore demanding the
incorporation of big data analytics for examining the data [11,12]. It is also observed from
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various research studies that although IoMT offers vast services to patients and the medical
team, they have significant security and authentication risks in terms of privacy concerns,
especially when health organizations cope with critical medical data [13–15].

Recently, machine learning techniques have been gaining popularity and they employ
the analysis of statistics to learn from environmental data. This makes the network appli-
cations more intelligent and avoids operating on a predefined set of static rules [16–18].
The algorithm of machine learning simplifies the decision-making process and increases
the performance for response time with optimized management of network resources
along with security attacks [19,20]. SDN architecture is utilized by many approaches and
decouples the control plane from the data plane to provide centralized control for effi-
cient network management [21–24]. Additionally, due to the low-cost management of IoT
devices, recently, many solutions have been suggested for integrating SDN in the health
industry. However, it is a demanding issue to lower the communication overheads and
automate security policies using SDN in various fields [25,26]. Therefore, this research
presents a machine learning SDN-enabled big data model for IoMT systems that supervise
the efficient management of network resources and improves the delivery of health data.
Moreover, it reduces the management cost for the network operation and reduces the over-
head of the control plane over the deployed sensors using SDN architecture. Moreover, the
SDN-enabled security mechanism efficiently utilizes medical things for protecting critical
data against security attacks. The contributions of the proposed model are as follows.

i. It utilizes the unsupervised machine learning technique to classify medical things into
various collections. Unlike other traditional learning techniques, it does not require
model assumptions.

ii. It develops a routing algorithm by predicting the link states based on updated network
information and exploits the method of passive monitoring on the SDN controller.
Such an algorithm refines the forwarding tables and lessens the routing cost and
excessive network resources.

iii. Moreover, to avoid unpredictability in terms of anonymous attacks, the proposed
model incorporates an intrusion detection algorithm and deploys the security using
SDN architecture. It efficiently manages the network consumption in terms of power
and decreases the operational overhead for critical structures.

iv. The proposed model is tested and verified in terms of dynamic network metrics as
compared to existing work.

The research paper is organized in the following subsections. Section 2 provides the
literature review of related studies. Section 3 illustrates the depiction of the proposed
model. Section 4 discusses the performance experiments and their results. In the end,
Section 5 provides the conclusion.

2. Related Work

In recent decades, health systems have been rapidly developed to monitor patients
that cannot come to the hospital for daily routine checkups. Using technologies of the IoMT
system, most of the smart applications facilitate medical experts and offer a quick response
in emergency cases [27–29]. However, it is seen that IoMT devices are tightly constrained in
terms of resources and limit the performance of the health system. Nowadays, healthcare
systems are integrating with SDN architecture to lower resources usage and support
a realistic environment. However, security is one of the main problems for real-time
systems, especially to open space communication networks [30,31]. In the literature,
different solutions have been proposed to improve the stability of data routing with nominal
disruption using IoT networks [32–34]. However, most of them incur additional overhead
on medical devices and imposing new security issues. Furthermore, due to the generation
of massive data, mostly smart applications are not able to cope with efficient management
of resources and lay down the communication performance. The authors in [35] proposed
an efficient routing protocol based on machine learning techniques for an opportunistic
network. To predict the successful deliveries, a neural network and decision tree were used.
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The proposed machine learning-based framework is simulated and the results showed
better performance in terms of data delivery ratio, overhead, and packet drop rates as
compared to other networks. A Hierarchical Unsupervised Network Alignment (HUNA)
is proposed in [36] to identify similar IoT devices. To achieve entity alignment under
unsupervised conditions, the proposed scheme leverages the adversarial properties of the
adversarial network. The proposed model is improved by developing a group structure
aggregation optimization module that is responsible for the aggregation of nodes with
similar attributes. The experimental results showed that the proposed scheme improves
the parameter sensitivity and accuracy of the node alignment. The Machine Learning-
based routing protocol proposed in [37] to automate routing decisions in Opportunist IoT
network. The proposed method uses ML-based Gaussian Mixture Models that is a soft
clustering method. The proposed protocol uses features of both context-aware and context-
free routing protocols. The simulations results showed that the proposed routing protocol
is outperformed in each performance parameter. The secure SDN IoT network architecture
Black SDN is proposed in [38] to secure communication in IoT networks. The metadata
and payload are secured via encryption. As a trustworthy third party, it employs the SDN
centralized controller for secure routing and optimal management of network performance.
The proposed architecture is successful in mitigating a range of attacks that includes traffic
analysis and interference attacks. In [39], the authors proposed hybrid deep learning-driven
SDN-enabled architecture to detect complex IoMT malware efficiently and quickly. In
addition, the proposed approach utilizes the resource-constrained IoMT devices efficiently.
The proposed hybrid model includes CNN (Convolution Neural Network) and LSTM
(Long Short-Term Memory) models to detect advanced malware attacks. The proposed
approach performs better in terms of the detection and prevention of advanced IoMT
malware with low computational overhead. Authors in [40] proposed a clustering model
for medical applications (CMMA), which aims for the selection of cluster head selection and
provides real communication using IoMT technologies. Based on the various experiments,
it is proven that the proposed solution increases the performance of the medical system
as compared to the existing solutions. It not only balances the energy resources but
also cluster heads are uniformly distributed and the network lifetime is increased. The
authors in [41] proposed an SDN-enabled architecture leveraging hybrid deep learning
detection algorithm, which aims at the detection of cyber threats efficiently and determines
network attacks while considering the constrained resources of IoT networks. It reduces
the additional load on the constrained resources and increases the scalability of network
performance. The experimental results outperform the benchmark algorithm in terms of
detection accuracy, speed efficiency and precision.

In recent years, IoMT technologies have been widely used by different researchers for
the support of efficient network systems. These devices are integrated with the wireless
network to collect the data from patients’ bodies and process them using some intelligent
methods. Additionally, the processed data are forwarded to the sink node and the medical
specialists can analyze them for the diagnosis of any disease. However, it is observed
that medical devices are very restricted and constrained for various resources and cannot
perform high-cost processing and storage of massive data. Thus, different solutions have
been proposed in the past to offer cloud-oriented services; however, it is also seen that some
solutions are unable in saving sensitive information against threats. Moreover, traditional
security approaches cannot be applied on limited constraint devices due to their dynamic
and heterogeneous nature. However, few solutions have been proposed to achieve security
problems with the additional overhead and management cost. Thus, this research proposed
a machine learning SDN-enabled model for IoMT systems to improve the trustworthiness
among medical objects and increase the performance of health systems in terms of delivery
time. It also supports the integration of controllers to centralized complex computations
and overcomes the communication load on medical things.
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3. Proposed SDN-Enabled Model

This section explains the working flow of the proposed model. The proposed model is
comprised of two main algorithms. Its developed components are illustrated in Figure 1,
consisting of three main layers, i.e., sensing network, SDN architecture, and user applica-
tions. The sensing layer is comprised of sensors, actuators, and communication devices
to collect the patients’ data and interact with each other to accomplish the transmission
system. In the second layer, SDN routers, switches, and controllers are utilized for the effi-
cient management of IoT resources by optimizing their performance in terms of computing
power and energy consumption. Moreover, instead of direct communication of IoT nodes
with the application layer, the proposed model utilizes the intelligent capability of the SDN
controller and avoids unnecessary resources usage with a controlled flooding mechanism.
The application layer contains the e-health services that cooperate with IoT data and facili-
tate the medical team to diagnose the disease or any infection with appropriate treatment.
Using a security scheme, the SDN controller also decreases the overheads on restricted
resources for IoT devices in maintaining data privacy and centralized network manage-
ment. Accordingly, all the layers interact cooperatively to increase the performance of IoMT
systems intelligently and securely. In the proposed model, the control plane is designed to
utilize centralized management of the network for data routing and security mechanisms.
It supervised the data plane for maintaining the forwarding tables. The proposed model is
comprised of two main algorithms. The first one is for classifying the IoT nodes using the
machine learning technique and lessening the communication distance with management
cost. Additionally, it reduces the computational overloads over the channels and avoids
unnecessary data re-directing. The second algorithm is used for a centralized security
system using the programmable structure of the SDN controller. The controller keeps track
of the global data about the IoT layer and manages the resources of the node efficiently. It
offers high-level security for the unpredictable environment by protecting sensitive data
against threats with intelligent control and management of network resources. Initially, the
proposed model executes the mean shift clustering [42], an unsupervised machine learning
algorithm, which aims to group the IoT sensors in various collections. Unlike most of the
other existing techniques, the proposed model does not consider the pre-defined network
assumptions. We consider that IoT sensors X are deployed with a limited transmission
radius. Initially, it picks a sensor randomly xi and searches for a neighbor N such as xiε X
within its circular sliding window, whereas the circular sliding window is dependent on
the transmission radius. The transmission radius moves slightly to enclose the neighbor
nodes. Based on the positioning coordinates of enclosed sensors, the mean shift Ms for the
node x can be computed as given in Equation (1).

Ms = ∑N
i=1Y ×[(xi − x)xi/(xi − x)] (1)

where Y is the number of iterations. Additionally, the neighbors are updated in each
iteration using the transmission radius of the source node. Accordingly, the proposed model
iteratively groups each IoT sensor to the nearest centroid point of the cluster. Afterward,
it makes use of the distance and link estimation factors for the selection of cluster heads.
Each cluster head is associated only with particular nodes and acts as a manager inside
the edge. Let us consider that d(n) is the distance of the node n from centroid and lk(n) is
the measurement of link performance, then the selection method for cluster head f (n) is
defined in Equation (2).

f (n)= min(d(n)) × max(lk(n)) (2)
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Using SDN, a control plane is separated from the data plane and the controller has
a global view of the entire network structure. In the proposed model, the control plane
maintains the network entries that are comprised of nodes statistics, the priority of wireless
channels, and routes information. The stored entries are updated dynamically on certain
events. Using such information, the control plane is designed and programmed to de-
cide how routes are selected for achieving network routing and support to an intelligent
decision-making system. The controller obtains the stored information efficiently and
exploits the network resources in terms of energy efficiency, communication bandwidth,
and load sharing. Later, the data plane utilizes the network devices and sensors to follow
the implanted rules by the control plane to accomplish data flow. It uses the nodes statistics
to determine the condition of links using the status function c(n) for a node n and accom-
plished forwarding process. The computation of c(n) is dependent on the realistic metrics
such as round trip latency rtl(ni) and packet reception rate prr(ni) for beacon packets in a
time interval Ti as given in Equation (3). Using the updated values of such realistic metrics,
the proposed model is trained under the control of SDN to predict the efficient links as a
source of routing. Additionally, at the end of the preset interval, the latest information is
provided to the control plane to make the network records up to date.

c(n) =min(rtl(ni)) + max(prr(ni)) (3)

Accordingly, the link whose round trip latency is minimum and packet reception ratio
is high will be considered as the more suitable link. Afterward, the IoT data move to the
SDN layer that consists of switches, routers, and the central controller. All the switches
and central controllers communicate with each other using the Open Flow protocol. The
switches perform the role of gateways and offer opportunities for dual-level services.
Firstly, it manages the trust-oriented communication with a centralized controller, and
secondly, it secures the network data against threats for IoT networks. The SDN controllers
execute the high-cost security algorithm and lower the computation power for gateways
and IoT nodes. In the beginning, the SDN controller generates trusted certificates for the
gateways and distributed them securely in an authentic manner. The trusted certificates
offer reliable communication to avoid packet disturbing and flooding of malicious traffic.
The certificate consists of two parts: one is data and the other is signature. The data part is
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comprised of ID and associated public key using an RSA algorithm [43] for the particular
gateway node, while the signature part is comprised of the digital signature using the
private key of the centralized controller Cr. Let us suppose that a and b are gateways and
obtain the trusted certificates as defined in Equations (4) and (5).

Cr −→ Certa = E_pr (IDa , Kau) (4)

Cr −→ Certb = E_pr (IDb , Kbu) (5)

Upon receiving the trusted certificates, the gateway nodes can interchange them for
authentication and later can become a part of the network services. In such a system, the
generated public keys may be distributed and store securely against anonymous threats
and remain its validity with authenticity. Moreover, the proposed model makes use of
a randomized encryption function E for the IoT layer that maps the nodes data Di to
encrypted form Ci using the random number ri, as defined as Equation x.

E: Ci = Di × ki(ri) + v (6)

where kiε keyspace K, ri ε space of random numbers R.
Along with the randomized encryption function, each node adds the authentication

code v to verify data records on the other end. Afterward, the counter of data routing
increases by 1, i.e., Di + 1, and data of IoT network are routed to the cloud systems in
an increment by combining the cipher blocks in the form of blockchain. It significantly
increases the trust level of data protection and integrity with the least resources usage
and attains nominal computing energy of nodes. Once data are stored on cloud systems,
the proposed model secures the access of IoT data for authorized users and ensures the
retrieval of data. Each node that needs to access the data from the cloud declares its
identification ID. Upon receiving the ID, the cloud server first verifies its maliciousness
from the logged history. In this case, if it is found to be malicious then the cloud server
denies its request for data access. After the verification of the trusted node, the cloud
server csr utilizes secure exchanges for the signed keys si with authorized users ui using
public-private cryptography and obtains encrypted blocks as given in Equation (7).

csr −→ ui : ku(kr (si, ID, ) + r0 (7)

where ku is a public key, kr is private key and r0 is the random number.
This security is executed with the identification of the trustee node using its unique

ID that needs to collect the data from a cloud server. If it is found to be faulty on the cloud
server, then it is marked as malicious and further requests will not be accepted.

Figure 2 illustrates the working flowchart of the proposed model. Its main components
are data collection from IoT networks and repeat-generated centroids using neighbors until
IoT nodes are organized into collections. Next, near-optimal routes are predicted from the
IoT network layer to SDN switches without predefined assumptions. The SDN component
in the proposed model manages the network resources and offers a balancing load for the
IoT network. The SDN gateways are collaborated with the centralized controller to deploy
the security against malicious and unauthentic nodes. It supervises the network operations
using trusted certificates and initiates the routing phase in a systematic approach. Upon
receiving the request from application users to facilitate its request, the proposed model
first verifies its authentication and, in case of authorized status, the cloud servers offer
the needed service. However, if the requestee node is found to be malicious, its identity
is marked as faulty, and received requests are not accepted. Additionally, signed keys
are generated among cloud servers and application users to producing encrypted blocks
and attains privacy with authentication. Algorithm 1 illustrates the pseudocode of the
proposed model.
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Algorithm 1 Machine learning SDN-enabled secured model.

1. Input: sensors X, SDN controller CSDN, SDN switches SSDN
2. Output: f (n), route(i, j) cert(i), Ci, E(D, K)
3. randomly chooses xi and searches
4. identify neighbor N, xiε X
5. procedure iterative centroids
6. for each node N ∈ [1:X]
7. do
8. compute mean shift Ms for y iterations
9. mi broadcast beacons to Ni
10. arrange nodes to the nearest centroid
11. end for
12. for each Ci N ∈ [1:X]
13. do
14. compute f (n) = min(d(n)). max(lk(n))
15. adv.info ( f (n))
16. end for
17. Cr → GSDN(i): Cert(i)
18. node i → node j : cert(i) −→ cert(j)
19. initiate routing phase after verification of Cert
20. for each Di N ∈ [1:n]
21. E: Ci = Di × ki(ri) + v
22. end for
23. csr → ui \\ Requestee send Req packet to the application user
24. ku(kr(si, ID) + r0 \\ generate signed key
25. call encryption E(D, K)
26. end procedure
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4. Experiments

The proposed model utilizes the Open Network Operating System (ONOS) [44], an
open-source controller in a Linux platform, which is developed for high performance and
scalability. It offers a high-level programmatic interface for the design and development
of SDN applications and manages the topology and activities of the network systems.
The experiments are discussed in terms of network throughput, packet drop ratio, data
delay, and faulty packets among the proposed model, HUNA and CMMA. To verify the
performance of the proposed model, we deployed two scenarios. One is varying data
generation and the other is varying number of nodes. The varying number of nodes is fixed
to 50 to 250, and the varying data generation rate is 8 bytes to 40 bytes. The energy level of
all the IoT nodes is set to 5 j with a transmission power of 5 m. Some SDN switches are
deployed to perform the role of gateways. Nodes are randomly deployed, and some nodes
are considered malicious. The positioning coordinates are used to determine the distance
among nodes. Additionally, high-power wireless devices are incorporated into the scenario
for the performance of gateway nodes with limited mobility. Table 1 illustrates the default
simulation configurations for the analysis of the proposed model and other solutions.

Table 1. Simulation configurations.

Parameters Values

Initial energy 5 j
Sensors varying 50–250

Nodes position Random
Malicious nodes 10

Data bytes 8–40
Simulation time 2000 s

Transmission power 5 m
Wireless standard IEEE 802.11

In Figure 3a,b, the experimental results illustrate that the proposed model increases
the network throughput by an average of 13% and 10% as compared to other solutions in
terms of a varying number of nodes and data generation rate. Due to this, the proposed
model utilizes an iterative centroid approach to group the nodes in a particular cluster.
Additionally, each cluster is managed by a particular cluster head that is more optimal
than other nodes. The multi-hop transmission system for routing the IoT data not only
optimizes the performance but also decreases the energy hole problem by balancing the
network load using robust links. Additionally, the machine learning approach predicts
an intelligent strategy to identify the neighbors with nominal computing resources with
the support of SDN architecture. Furthermore, the transmission system is secure, using a
controller that supervised the data forwarding by identifying the reliable paths with better
network management. Moreover, the proposed model makes use of SDN gateways for
interaction with IoT networks and controllers which highly improves the delivery ratio.

In Figure 4a,b, the experimental results are demonstrated for the packet drop ratio
in terms of a varying number of nodes and data generation rate. It is observed that the
proposed model improves the packet drop ratio by an average of 39% and 41% in the
comparison of the existing solution. It is due to the make use of machine learning approach
to guide the nodes for forwarding the data packets with minimum congestion and realistic
parameters based on the cooperative work of SDN switches and controllers. Additionally,
malicious entries are marked as defective for the next communication, and unknown nodes
are not allowed for becoming a part of the routing system. The gateways on the SDN
layer not only support the security for the IoT network but on the other hand, facilitates
the controller to update the global knowledge of the network. Such a system improves
the process for the identification of faulty links and efficiently utilizes the communication
bandwidth. Moreover, it decreases the unauthentic sessions with the IoT network, and
data is safely forwarded to cloud servers using secured routes. Unlike other solutions, the
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proposed model utilizes the constraint resources very efficiently with the support of SDN
architecture and manages the delivery of nodes’ data smoothly.
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Figure 5a,b demonstrate the performance results of the proposed model with other
solutions in terms of data delay. It is observed that it improves the ratio of network data
effectively and timely. The experimental results show that the proposed model improves
the result by an average of 11% and 21% as compared to other solutions. It incorporates
the congestion status to predict the optimal channels for sending the data from the IoT
layer to the cloud layer under the management of the SDN controller. Additionally, the
architecture of SDN facilitates the constraint-oriented nodes to lower their battery usages
and send the data promptly with a longer route lifetime. Moreover, due to balancing the
energy and link and transmission load in routing between generated clusters, the network
performance avoids frequent network disconnectivity. The proposed model efficiently
utilizes the robust architecture of SDN using gateways and updates the stored information
of links on the controller. Accordingly, the proposed model decreases the unbearable
delay in data delivery. Additionally, the trusted certificates identify the malicious nodes
timely, and accordingly, faulty nodes are not able to drop the actual data, thus significantly
improving the data delay.
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Figure 6a,b explain the verified result of the proposed model against the existing
solution in terms of faulty data packets. It is seen that the proposed model improves the
ratio of faulty data packets by an average of 46% and 49%. In the proposed model, the
centralized controller and SDN gateway are responsible to establish trust and maintain
data security among constraint nodes. It not only reduces the load of the IoT network
but also manages the privacy and authentication for selected routes with the centralized
management of SDN. Accordingly, only trustee nodes are allowed on IoT networks to send
and receive route requests on the fault-tolerant links. Additionally, trusted nodes exchange
their key information securely for data encryption and integrity, which ensures data access
only by authentic users. Moreover, the cloud servers and application users make use of
the generation of signed secret keys that support identifying the malicious users on time
and provide a low-cost data security algorithm. Such an algorithm denies the request of
malicious nodes and marked them faulty, so subsequent requests from the same identity
are not accepted.
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Figure 7a,b explain the verified result of the proposed model against the existing
solution for the usage of energy resources with and without an SDN controller. The ex-
perimental results demonstrate that the scenario with the deployment of SDN efficiently
utilizes energy efficiency and decreases the consumption amount by 30% and 21%. The
experiments are performed under a varying number of nodes and data generation rate. It
is observed that the proposed model is based on SDN technology and OpenFlow protocol,
which offers centralized management for the network infrastructure. In the proposed
model, the controller monitors the data plane entities using the method of passive monitor-
ing and updates the information of wireless channels with valid routes entries. Accordingly,
by exploiting the network conditions, the SDN controller dynamically controls the con-
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straint nodes and gateways. It explicitly decreases the overheads and improves energy
efficiency by using the obtained information from the lower layer. Additionally, the pro-
grammed control plane utilizes the set of rules explicitly and decides the forwarder nodes
to balance the load of energy consumption. Moreover, the controller fetches the stored
information from the data plane for efficient bandwidth and resource management. On the
other hand, the scenario without SDN consumed too much energy consumption in various
activities because there is no global database on the central point and each node interacts
with others using its resources. Furthermore, due to the absence of a centralized controller,
most of the sensors’ data are dropped or even retransmitted and consumed additional
resources of the constraint network.
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5. Conclusions

This paper presents a machine-learning model with SDN-enabled security for the
improvement of network consumption and delivery of the IoT services on time. The
SDN centralized model is used to reduce control plane overhead over the deployed IoT
network. It uses the machine learning iterative centroid computation to group the nodes
and optimizes the routing performance in a realistic environment. The developed routing
scheme is collaborated with the SDN controller in establishing the security chain with
nominal overheads and energy resources. Additionally, in the evaluation of the status
function, the overload links are not utilized in routing decisions. Moreover, to protect
network services from malicious attacks, the intelligent centralized controller supports the
data from disclosure and decreases the usage of nodes’ power with efficient management
operations for critical infrastructure. The experimental results demonstrated that the
proposed model improved the performance for varying packet generation rates in terms of
data delay and network throughput by 21% and 10%. In future work, we aim to introduce
multiple controllers to enhance the scalability of the proposed model. Additionally, we
would like to utilize the deep learning technique to improve the accuracy of IoT services.
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